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Abstract 
The Ramsey number N(3, 3, 3, 3; 2) is the smallest integer nsuch that each 4-coloring by edges 
of the complete graph on n vertices contains monochromatic riangles. It is well known that 
51 ~< N(3,3,3,3;2) ~< 65. Here we prove that N(3,3,3,3;2) ~< 64. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, without loops or multiple edges, and, 
unless otherwise stated, undirected. The complete graph on n vertices is denoted by 
Kn. An m-coloring P of a graph G is an assignment of m colors to the edges of G, and it 
is proper if G is a complete graph and P contains no monochromatic triangles. 
By the theorem of Ramsey it is known that, for given m, there exists an integer 
N(3, 3 ..... 3; 2) 
such that K, has a proper m-coloring if and only if n < N (3, ..., 3; 2). Particularly, it is 
easy to see that N(3, 3; 2) = 6; also it is well known that N (3, 3, 3; 2) = 17 1-3] and that 
51~< N (3, 3, 3, 3; 2) ~< 65 [1,2,6]. It is the aim of this paper to prove that 
N(3,3,3,3;2) ~< 64. 
Throughout his paper the usual definitions of graph theory are used. Given 
a graph G, let V(G) and E(G) be the sets of its vertices and its edges, respectively. We 
denote by xy or yx the edge that connects vertex x to vertex y. Also let 
N(x) = {y~ V(G) Ixy~E(G)} be the neighborhood fx. 
Let P be an m-coloring of a graph G with the colors 1, 2 ..... m. P can also be denoted 
by P(1,2 ..... ,,} or P12...m. Given a set of colors {jl ..... j~} in {1,2 ..... m}, let P{j ...... JA 
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- -  or PJl...A - -  denote both the graph and the s-coloring obtained from P when the 
edges whose colors are different from Jl ..... Js are removed from G. For ie { 1, 2 ..... m}, 
a set of vertices of G is i independent if it is independent in P~; similarly we define 
i neighborhood and i neighbor; for x~ V(G), let Ni(x) be the i neighborhood of x. If 
H c V(G), then (H)  represents both the subgraph induced by the vertices in H and (if 
there is no confusion) the coloring of this subgraph induced from P. 
Two proper colorings are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by 
a relabelling of vertices or by an exchange of colors. For given integers m and n, let 
6re(n) be the set of nonequivalent proper m-colorings of K,. A proper m-coloring P of 
K~ is extensible if there exist a proper m-coloring P' of K~ + 1 and a vertex vE V(P')such 
that P'\v is equivalent to P. We use the letters i, j, k, and I to represent colors. 
Finally, 84(n) is the subset of colorings Cijk~ in 64(n) such that, for each xe V(C) and 
for each re{i,j,k,l}, the 3-coloring of (N,(x)), induced from Cokl, is contained in 
a proper 3-coloring of K16. 
2. Colorings of Ks, K16, and K~ 
In this section we see some properties of the proper colorings of Ks, K16, and Kn 
with 2, 3, and 4 colors, respectively. 
Since all the proper 2-colorings of K5 consist of a pentagon of one color and the 
remaining edges (which form another pentagon) of the other color, the following 
lemma is clear. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P{id}e62(5) and x~ V(P). Then Pi and Pi are regular graphs of degree 2. 
It is well known that there are exactly two nonequivalent proper 3-colorings of K16 
[5]. Using this result, the next properties can be checked irectly (or see [2, 6]). 
Lemma 2.2. Let P{i.j,k} e63 (16) and x ~ V (P). For every couple of elements of { i,j, k}, say 
{i,j}, the following properties hold: 
(a) Pi is a regular graph of degree 5. 
(b) [Nj(x) c~ Ni(Y)l = 2for every yeNi(x). 
(c) [Ni(x)c~ Ni(z)[ = 2for every zeNj(x). 
(d) l f  H c V(P) is i independent, then Inl ~< 5 and for Inl = 5 there exists a unique 
ze V(P) such that n = Ni(z). 
Corollary 2.1. Let P{i,j,k}efa(16) and let H 1 and H2 be i independent sets in V(P) of size 
"five. I f  Hi v~ H2 then either IH1 c~H21 = 0 or 2. 
Proof. Apply properties (c) and (d) of Lemma 2.2. [] 
Finally, let us see two properties of the proper 4-colorings of Kn. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let Cok~e6a(n ), x, yeV(C), and re{i,j,k,I} such that y~N,(x). I f  
N,(y) = 16, then IN,(y)n N~(x)l = 5,for any se{i,j,k,l}\r. 
Proof. Immediate, since for each te{i, j ,k, l}\r we have IN~(x)c~N,(y) I <~ 5. [] 
Lemma 2.4. Let Ci~kte~a(n), x,y~V(C), and r~{i,j,k,l} such that IN~(x)l= 
I N,(y)I = 16. I f  there exist ao,a~ ..... a~eN,(x) c~N,(y) and se{i, j ,k, l}\r such that 
aheN~(ao),for h = 1 ..... 5, then N,(x) = N,(y) and n <~ 60. 
Proof. Assume that r = i and s = j. 
Remark 2.1. Given ah(h~{1 ..... 5}) and te{j,k,l}, by Lemma 2.3 we have that 
Ni(x) c~ Nt(ah) and Ni(y)c~ Nt(a~) are i independent sets of size five; hence, since 
(Nt(a~)> is embedded in a coloring in J3(16), by Corollary 2.1 it follows that either 
INi(x) c~ Ni(y) c~ N,(a~)l = 0, 2 or 5. 
Remark 2.2. Since {a~, a 2 . . . . .  as}  is both i independent and j independent, then each 
a'~{at ..... a~} has two k neighbors and two I neighbors in {at, a2 ..... as}\a' (Lemma 
2.1). 
Proof of Lemma 2.4 (concluded). As ao~Ni(x)n Ni(y)c~ Nj(al), Remark 2.1 implies 
that there exists a6eNi(x)c~Ni(y)c~Nj(aO with a6=/=ao. By Lemma 2.2(c) ao 
and a6 share exactly two j neighbors in (Ni(x))jkl, one of which is al; then, either 
a2q~Nj(a6) or a3q~Nj(a6); assume that asd/N~(ar), say a3~Nk(ar). From Remark 2.2 
we have that INi(x)c~Ni(y)c~Nk(a3)l>~3; then, from Remark 2.1 it follows 
INi(x) n Ni(y) ~ Nk(a3)l = 5. 
Let {el,e2,bl,b2,b3}=Ni(x)c~Ni(y)c~Nk(a3), where el and e2 are the two 
k neighbors of a3 in {al,a2,a, ,as} (Fig. 1). Since ({ex,e2,bt,b2,b3}) is colored with 
colors j and l, then e2eN,(et) and, by Lemma 2.1, et has two j neighbors and one 
l neighbor in {bl,b2,b3}, say bl,b2~Ni(el) and b3~Nz(et). Therefore, 
INi(x)c~Ni(y)c~Nj(el)l >>-I{ao,bt,b2}l = 3 and INi(x)c~Ni(y)c~Nz(et)l >13 
(Remark 2.2), which implies INi(x) n Ni(y) c~ Nj(el)l = INi(x) n Ni(y) c~ Nl(et)l = 5 
(Remark 2.1). 
Without loss of generality, suppose both el = at and a2, a3~-Ni(x) ~ Ni(y) ~ Nk(at); 
hence, a4,as~Ni(x) n Ni(y) n Nt(al). Let Ni(x) c~ Ni(y) n Nj(al) = {ao,cx,c2,c3,c,} 
and Ni(x)nNi(y)c~Nt(al)= {a4,as,cs,c6,cT} (Fig. 2). Applying Lemma 2.2(b) in 
(Ni(x))jk~, al, and aa, we deduce that aa has two I neighbors in Nj(al) c~ N~(x), that is, 
in {ct, c2, ca, cA} (Lemma 2.2(a)), and again by Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 we conclude that 
INi(x) c~ Ni(y) c~ Nt(aa)l = 5. Replacing in the previous paragraph a3, et ,j, k, and I by 
a~, aa, j, l, and k, respectively, we obtain INi(x)nNi(y)c~Nj(a4)l=lN~(x)~ 
Ni(y) c~ Nk(a4)l = 5. Hence, INi(x) c~ Ni(y) c~ N(aa)[/> 15, that is, IN~(x) c~ Ni(Y)l >>- 16 
and Ni(x) = Ni(y). 
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Fig. 1. The distribution in N(aa) of the i neighbors ao,el,e2,ea,e+,bl,b2, and b3 of x and y, where 
{ex,e2,e3,e+} = {al,a2,a,,as}. 
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Fig. 2. The distribution in N(a~ ) of the i neighbors ao, a2 . . . . .  as, c~ . . . . .  ca, and c7 of x and y. 
Finally, let us see that n ~< 60. Let tE{j,k,l} be such that yeNt(x). If n > 60 then 
I Nt(x)J/> 12 (note that fNr(x)l ~< 16 for each t'¢{i,j, k,/}), and since Nt(x) n Nt(y) = 0 
and JNt(x) r~ Nc(y)[ ~ 5, for each t' e{j, k, l}\t, it follows that Nt(x) c~ Ni(y) ~ O, which 
implies Nffx) # Nffy), a contradiction. [] 
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3. 4-colorings of K64 
Now we are able to prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.1. Every 4-coloring of K64 contains one monochromatic triangle. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists C0k~6,(64 ). 
Remark 3.1. As 63(17) = 0 [3], for each x~V(C) there exist three colors Sl,S2,S 3 in 
{i,j, k, l} such that iN,,(x)[ = [N~2(x)[ = IN,3(x)l = 16; hence, for the remaining color, 
s4, we have IN~,(x)l = 15, 
Remark 3.2. Since each proper 3-coloring of KI 5 is extensible [4], then it is clear that 
Ceg,(64). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (concluded). Let G be the directed graph such that V(G) = V(C) 
and (x, y)eE(G) for all x, ye V(G) with x # y. To each (x, y)eE(G) assign a weight equal 
to one if [N,(x)[ = 15, where r is the color of xy in C, zero elsewhere (that is, if 
I N,(x)l = 16). For each ze V(G) and each se{i,j, k, l}, let W~ + (z) (resp. W~-(z)) be the 
total weight of the edges (z, v) (resp. (v, z)) such that zv has color s in C; also let 
W+(z) = Wi+(z)+ Wj+(z)+ WR+(Z)+ Wt+(z) and W-(z) = Wi-(z)+ WS(z)+ 
w~- (z) + w~- (z). 
Take a vertex v~ V(C) and assume that INi(v)l = 15. Since (Ni(v))jkZ is extensible 
(Remark 3.2), then there exist Pju~63(16) and pc V(P) such that (Ni(v))~kt = P\p. 
Let us see that W 7 (v) t> 5. By Lemma 2.2(d) every j independent set of size five of 
vertices of P is the j neighborhood of one (and only one) vertex of P, then P and 
(Ni(v)) have exactly 16 and 11 sets of this type, respectively. 
On the other hand, if x, y~N~(v) with INi(x)l = IN~(y)I = 16, then Nj(x)c~ Ni(v) and 
Nj(y) n N~(v) arej independent sets of size five of vertices of (N~(v)) (Lemma 2.3); since 
C~g4(64), from Lemma 2.4 it is easy to see that Nj(x) c~ Ni(v) ~ Nj(y) c~ Ni(v) (re- 
placing r, s, and a0 by j, i, and v, respectively). Hence, from the previous paragraph it
follows that there exist at most 11 vertices in Nj(v) whosej neighborhoods are of size 
16, which implies W 7 (v) >/5 (remember that INj(v)l = 16). 
We similarly deduce that Wk-(V) i> 5 and Wt-(v) >t 5. 
For each z~ V(C), let rz be the color such that IN,,(z)[ = 15. So, we have proved that 
W-(v) >i 15, for each veV(C), and that W,S (v) = 0 when W-(v) = 15. 
Now, by Remark 3.1 W+(z) = 15, for every zeV(C), and since 
(15)(64)= ~ W+(z)= ~ W- (z) >~ (15) (64), 
z~ V (C) z~ V (C) 
it follows that W-(z )=15 and W,~-(z)=0, for each z~V(C), which implies 
IN, x(y)l = 16, for each xeV(C) and each y~N,,,(x). 
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Hence, adding a vertex w to C and, for each x~ V(C), assigning color rx to wx, it is 
easy to see that the obtained coloring is a proper 4-coloring of K6s, which is not 
possible [2, 6]. [] 
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